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MONTHLY SAFETY
SCENARIO

The Swedish Club has published a series of Monthly Safety Scenarios 
(MSS) to help you comply with international safety regulations and to 

make your workplace as safe as it can possibly be.
 

These tear- off worksheets have been designed to assist you with your 
monthly safety meetings and are based on real life incidents that have 
occurred on board other vessels. You can use the discussion points on 
the reverse of each worksheet to help you during the meetings, and to 

send feedback to your shore based colleagues, if required.



It was night and the vessel was sailing close to the coast towards the next port. 
Visibility was limited because it was raining. 

The Second Officer was on the bridge and acting OOW. The passage plan had 
been approved by the Master and the bridge team and entered into the GPS and 
ECDIS.Suddenly the vessel vibrated heavily and veered strongly to port. The OOW 
was confused as to what had happened. Soon afterwards the forepeak alarm 
sounded. The Master came to the bridge and asked what had happened, but the 
OOW did not know. 

The Master called the Chief Officer and asked him to check the forepeak. A couple of 
minutes later he was informed there was water in the forepeak and it was rising.
The Master stopped the engines and the vessel drifted until the situation could be 

assessed. Realising the vessel had hit the bottom, the Master contacted the nearest 
JRCC and informed them that they had hit the bottom and was taking in water. He 
asked for assistance as he was unsure what had happened. 

There was no pollution or injuries. Fortunately, the steering gear, engines and bow 
thruster were all operational. A rescue ship came to the vessel but no assistance was 
needed and the vessel sailed to the nearest port to assess the damage and berthed 
without incident. 

The vessel traded frequently in this area, so the voyage was not unusual. It was 
discovered that the navigation officer had forgotten to insert a waypoint in the 
GPS. This meant that the course took the vessel straight over a shallow area 
where it ran aground.

CASE STUDY

JANUARY

Grounding because of missed waypoint
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To prevent this happening on your  
vessel ask yourself these questions:
When discussing this case please consider that the actions taken at the time made sense for all involved.  
Do not only judge, but also ask why you think these actions were taken and could this happen on your vessel? 

What were the immediate 
causes of this accident?

Is there a risk that this kind of 
accident could happen on our 
vessel?

How could this accident have 
been prevented?

Do we use all navigational 
equipment and reference 
publications when completing 
a passage plan?

When the passage plan is 
completed, is it a requirement to 
carry out a two-person check?

Is the OOW supposed to 
check the parameters of all 
navigational equipment such as 
e.g. ECDIS, GPS, Radar, VHF? 

Do we carry out a two-person 
check for critical operations? 

Does our SMS address these 
risks?

What sections of our SMS 
would have been breached if 
any?

How could we improve our 
SMS to address these issues?

What do you think was the 
root cause of this accident?

Is there any kind of training 
that we should do to address 
these issues? 
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 • When preparing the passage 
plan it is suggested that the 
plan is double checked by 
another officer to ensure 
all waypoints have been 
selected. 

 • The passage plan needs to 
be signed by all OOWs and 
the Master. It is prudent 
to carry out a two-person 
check of the passage plan 
and navigational equipment 
before departure.

Issues to 
consider



The vessel was carrying paper rolls on a winter voyage from Canada to Europe. 
During loading, the stevedores left a great deal of void space between the stacks, 
and the cargo was also loaded at different heights and widths in the same stacks. 
The Chief Officer voiced his concern to the stevedores about the poor loading but 
the stevedores threatened to stop work and involve the union if the Chief Officer 
interfered. He was intimidated and did not ask the stevedores to reload the vessel, 
nor did he report the uneven loading to the Master or the company. The company 
had no procedures about how to deal with stevedores or what to do if there was 
any disagreement about loading.

The Chief Officer was also concerned that reloading would delay the vessel, 
so he decided not to request the stevedores to reload and hoped the weather 
would not be that severe. He had not checked the weather forecast.  

The previous time the vessel visited this port, space had also been left between 
the stacks. At that time, when the vessel entered the North Atlantic, there had 
been some bad weather but the crew had placed air cushions and rubber bags 
between the cargo stacks which prevented them moving. The anti-heeling 
system had also been started shortly after departure, which had been sufficient 
to prevent any cargo damage.

This time the vessel departed and received reports about severe weather in the 
North Atlantic. Initially the vessel was protected by various islands and maintained 
a speed of 13 knots with visibility limited because of occasional rain showers. The 
Master was somewhat unfamiliar with the anti-heeling system, so he did not order 
for it to be started. He did not think the weather would be that severe. The Master 
had been sailing this route for five years.

2020 CASE STUDY

FEBRUARY

Cargo shifting 
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To prevent this happening on your  
vessel ask yourself these questions:
When discussing this case please consider that the actions taken at the time made sense for all involved.  
Do not only judge, but also ask why you think these actions were taken and could this happen on your vessel? 

What were the immediate 
causes of this accident?

Is there a risk that this kind of 
accident could happen on our 
vessel?

How could this accident have 
been prevented?

Is our SMS sufficient to 
prevent this kind of accident?

Which sections of our SMS 
would have been breached if 
any?

If procedures were breached, why 
do you think this was the case?

Do we have procedures on how 
to interact with stevedores or 
contractors?

If yes, are these procedures 
sufficient or how should they 
be improved?

Is the weather always 
monitored before departure?

Are there procedures that 
need to be followed if severe 
weather is expected?

Do we have a risk assessment 
on board that addresses these 
risks?

What do you think the root 
cause of this accident is?
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When the vessel entered the North 
Atlantic it encountered severe weather 
with force 9-10 ENE winds, which later 
fell to force 6-8 ESE with rough seas 
of around 6 metres. The vessel heeled 
heavily12-15 times in excess of 30°, 
causing the paper rolls to shift. 

The crew tried to secure the cargo by 
inflating and placing extra air cushions 
and rubber bags between the cargo 
rolls but were not successful. There 
was too much space between the 
stacks and the risk of crew members 
suffering serious injuries was imminent, 
so the Chief Officer abandoned the 
effort. He ordered one AB to stay in the 
cargo hold and monitor the situation.

The Master finally decided to start the 
anti-heeling system, fill up the side 
tanks and empty the double bottom 
tanks to lower the metacentric height 
(GM) but it was too late. Lastly he also 
reduced the speed and applied varying 
courses. Unfortunately the cargo shift 
had caused extensive cargo damage. 



It was early morning, still dark outside and the vessel was approaching the 
berth. The sky was clear with light winds. Both mooring teams had prepared 
the mooring ropes. The Bosun and two ABs were on the forecastle and the 
Second Officer and two ABs were on the poop deck. The Master, pilot and 
Chief Officer were on the bridge.

The vessel approached the berth slowly with two tug boats, one forward 
and one aft.  One of the ABs threw a heaving line ashore and then let out the 
spring lines. The two line handlers secured the two springs on the bollard. 
The AB then called to the line handler that he was throwing the heaving line 
for the head lines. The line handler shouted back that he was ready. The AB 
then threw the heaving line but unfortunately the monkey fist hit the line 
handler on the head. The line handler had a helmet on, but it was knocked off 
and he fell on the ground. The pilot could see this from the bridge and called 
for an ambulance. The mooring operation stopped as the injured line handler 
received first aid from the other line handlers. About 20 minutes later he was 
taken to hospital after an ambulance arrived and the vessel was berthed. 

A couple of hours later the police boarded the vessel and took statements 
from the crew. It was also found that the monkey fist had extra weight added. 

The vessel was not arrested. The line handler recovered after two weeks. The 
line handler’s helmet probably saved him from serious injury. 

It is a serious matter to have extra weight in the monkey’s fist such as bolts 
or shackles and in a worst-case scenario people can be killed. The crew 
needs to follow the instructions from their flag state, port state and ideally 
comply with the Code of Safe Working Practices (COSWP).

CASE STUDY

MARCH
Dangerous heaving line caused injury
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“To prevent personal injury to those receiving heaving lines, 
the ‘monkey’s fist’ should be made with rope only and must not 
contain added weighting material. Safe alternatives include a 
small high-visibility soft pouch, filled with fast-draining pea 
shingle or similar, with a weight of not more than 0.5 kg. Under no 
circumstances is a line to be weighted by items such as shackles, 
bolts or nuts, or twist locks.”



Do we have a pre-departure 
and pre-arrival meeting where 
we discuss the mooring 
operation and how the vessel 
should manoeuvre?

Does our SMS address these 
risks, and if not, how could it 
be improved?

What were the immediate 
causes of this accident?

Is there a risk that this kind of 
accident could happen on our 
vessel?

How could this accident have 
been prevented?

Are our heaving lines 
compliant and no extra weight 
added?

How often do we inspect the 
heaving lines?

What sections of our SMS would 
have been breached if any?

Is there any kind of training 
that we should do that 
addresses these issues?

Do we have a risk assessment 
for mooring operations, and if 
so, could this risk assessment 
be improved?

To prevent this happening on your  
vessel ask yourself these questions:
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When discussing this case, please consider that the actions taken at the time made sense for all involved. Do 
not only judge, but also ask why you think these actions were taken - and could this happen on your vessel?  

Notes



It was morning with clear skies and NW winds at 25-30 knots. The 200 metre 
RoRo vessel had picked up the pilot and there had been a short pilot briefing 
where the pilot informed the bridge that the vessel would berth starboard 
side to berth A, which had a course of 285°. The approach in the fairway was 
90°. This meant that the vessel had to carry out a major port alteration of 
195°. The port had no breakwater and was open to the sea. 

The pilot had the conn and the vessel was sailing down the fairway on a 90° 
course at a speed of 9 knots.

Two tugs were standing by but were not connected. At the position where 
the pilot decided to start the alteration there was less than 500 metres 
of space between the berths in the port basin. The pilot ordered the 
vessel to come around to port and stop the engines.  The vessel was still 
making 9 knots and was sensitive to the wind because of its large hull and 

superstructure. This was causing the strong NW wind to push the vessel 
away from the berth.

The vessel began to alter to port, and when it was facing the berth at a 90° angle, the 
berth was only 50 metres ahead. The pilot now realised the danger and ordered slow 
astern and hard to port, followed instantly with full to port on the bow thruster. As the 
speed was excessive for the bow thruster, nothing happened.

At the same time the Master realised that the vessel was not slowing down, so he 
ordered the port anchor to be released and full astern on the engines. It was too late, 
and the bulbous bow hit the quay at a 90° angle.

After the contact the tugs were connected and they berthed the vessel.
The vessel had to dry dock to repair the bulbous bow. The berth also had to be 
extensively repaired.

CASE STUDY

APRIL

Excessive speed when approaching berth 
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To prevent this happening on your  
vessel ask yourself these questions:
When discussing this case, please consider that the actions taken at the time made sense for all involved. Do 
not only judge, but also ask why you think these actions were taken - and could this happen on your vessel? 

What were the immediate 
causes of this accident?

Is there a risk that this kind of 
accident could happen on our 
vessel?

How could this accident have 
been prevented?

If tugs are available, do we use 
them?

What do you think was the 
root cause of this accident?

Are there any specific 
environmental limits to when 
we should use tugs?

Does our SMS address these 
risks, and if not, how could it 
be improved?

Do we have limits on what 
speed is acceptable to 
approach a berth?

Is there any kind of training 
that we should carry out that 
addresses these issues?

If we are uncomfortable with 
the pilot’s approach, what are 
our procedures?

Do we have assigned roles for 
the bridge team? If not, would 
this be beneficial?

How do we ensure that we 
keep track of the current 
and the wind, and how is this 
communicated within the 
bridge team?
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A general cargo vessel was about to discharge packaged sawn timber in a 
small Caribbean port. Before discharging commenced the Master reminded 
the crew of the importance of slinging each timber package at equal 
distances to maintain its centre of gravity.

Discharge began in the evening. The Chief Officer had switched on the 
cargo floodlights and all crew members were wearing proper personal 
protective equipment (PPE) such as boiler suits, high visibility vests, safety 
shoes and hard hats. The Third Officer and an AB were in cargo hold 1. The 
Chief Officer and an AB were in cargo hold 2.

The vessel’s cargo cranes were operated by the bosun and an AB. On the quay 
were three stevedores. The crew connected the slings to the cargo in the cargo 
holds. Just before midnight there were some issues with the slings in cargo hold 
1 so the Third Officer called the bosun on the VHF and told him that the slings 
needed to be repositioned. For some reason the Third Officer then climbed onto 
the timber package and grabbed one of the slack slings. He told the bosun on 
the radio to take up the slack and to start hoisting slowly. The AB held the slings 

on the inboard side to prevent the timber from moving out of position.
As the slings tensioned and the timber was hoisted, one of the slings 
snapped and caused the entire timber package to start swinging. The 
package was about 4 metres above the tank top and the Third Officer lost 
his balance and fell straight down onto it.

The AB in cargo hold 1 called the bosun and Master on the radio, and 
the cargo operation was immediately stopped. The Chief Officer climbed 
quickly into the cargo hold. The Third Officer was lying on his back with 
his right leg bent at an unnatural angle, and he was semi-conscious. The 
Master arranged for an ambulance while the Chief Officer gave first aid. The 
Third Officer complained about severe pain in his back and leg. He also had 
difficulty breathing. A stretcher was arranged by the crew and the he was 
lifted onto the quay by the crane. 

It took about 30 minutes for the ambulance to arrive. At the hospital the Third 
Officer was found to have a broken leg and serious back injuries. He was not 
able to continue working at sea.

CASE STUDY

MAY

Fall during cargo operation caused serious back injuries 



To prevent this happening on your 
vessel ask yourself these questions:
When discussing this case please consider that the actions taken at the time made sense for all involved. Do 
not only judge, but also ask why you think these actions were taken and could this happen on your vessel? 

What were the immediate 
causes of this accident?

Is there a risk that this kind of 
accident could happen on our 
vessels?

What could you have done to 
prevent this accident?

What are our procedures 
about climbing on a pallet or 
cargo that is being moved?

What are our procedures if 
we see a crew member doing 
anything unsafe on board?

How do we ensure that crew 
members follow the required 
safety practices?

What sections of our SMS 
would have been breached, if 
any?

What do you think was the 
cause of this accident? 

Do we have a tool box meeting 
before a cargo operation 
commences? If not, could this 
be useful? 

Does our SMS address these 
risks, and if not, how could it 
be improved?

Is there any kind of training 
that we could do that 
addresses these issues?
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The vessel was heading for its discharge port. It was in the evening with 
heavy weather at around Beaufort scale 7. Suddenly the fire alarm sounded 
on the bridge. The Master, who was on the bridge at the time, saw smoke 
coming from the funnel ventilation on the port side. He immediately set off 
the general alarm.

The Chief Engineer was in the engine control room when the fire alarm 
sounded and he left it to see what was happening. There was a fire around 
the top covers of cylinders number 2 and number 3 of the port side main 
engine. He tried to put out the fire with a portable fire extinguisher, but it 
failed so he went back to the engine control room, activated the fire alarm 
button, and contacted the Master on the bridge.

Other members of the crew came to assist and tried to enter the engine 
room to put out the fire, but the flames were very high and there was a 
great deal of smoke, so they could not get near. The decision was made 
to release the CO² system and flood the engine room. The Chief Engineer 

closed the fire dampers and activated the remote quick closing valves 
for the fuel system. He then went into the CO² release station with the 
electrical engineer. On opening the cabinet door, automatically the CO² 
release alarm sounded, and the ventilation fans stopped. The Chief Engineer 
then began the steps needed to perform the CO² release.

However, whilst going through this process they missed opening one of the 
valves and no CO² was released. As soon as the Chief Engineer realised this, 
he used the manual handle to open the CO² bottles. After releasing the CO², the 
Chief Engineer was pleased to see that the amount of smoke coming from the 
engine room through the funnel ventilation was decreasing. However, this soon 
increased again. At this point the Chief Engineer realised that the CO² system 
had not worked as he had hoped, and it was later discovered that only seven of 
13 CO² bottles were released into the engine room.

The Master ordered the crew to abandon ship. Nobody was injured, and all were 
rescued. The vessel had to be dry docked and underwent extensive repairs.

JUNE
CASE STUDY

Engine room fire - CO² system did not activate properly 
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To prevent this happening on your  
vessel ask yourself these questions:
When discussing this case please consider that the actions taken at the time made sense for all involved.  
Do not only judge, but also ask why you think these actions were taken and could this happen on your vessel? 

What were the immediate 
causes of this accident?

Is there a risk that this kind of 
accident could happen on our 
vessel?

How could this accident have 
been prevented?

Does our SMS address these 
risks, and if not, how could it 
be improved?

If procedures were breached, 
why do you think this was the 
case?

Have we carried out risk 
assessments on possible hot 
spots in the engine room?

Do we train on how to release 
the CO² system, and how 
often?

How often do we have fire 
drills in the engine room, as 
this is generally where fires 
start?

Are our firefighting drills 
effective enough to address 
the problems in this case?

What do you think was the 
root cause of this accident?
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The bulk carrier had a full cargo of zinc concentrate on board and was sailing 
from the west coast to the east coast of South America. 

When the vessel passed Cape Horn it experienced heavy weather of Beaufort 
scale 9 with green sea covering the cargo hold covers 1,2 and 3. This continued 
for four days as the vessel battled the waves. The vessel had no weather 
routeing.

When the weather had calmed down the Master asked the Chief Officer to 
inspect the cargo holds. The Chief Officer found that water had entered cargo 
hold 1 and caused wet damage. No water had leaked into the other holds.

During discharge the surveyor found that the sounding pipes for the cargo bilges 
were blocked by debris. The sounding pipes should be clear of any debris or cargo, 
as they are important for taking soundings before loading and during the voyage.

When the vessel was alongside and the cargo hold hatches were removed, 
puddles could be seen in cargo hold 1. It is important to be aware that zinc 
concentrate may liquefy if shipped with a moisture content in excess of their 
transportable moisture limit (TML) as per the International Maritime Solid 
Bulk Cargoes (IMSBC) code. Puddles of water will obviously exceed the TML.

When the Chief Officer inspected the hatch coaming and cover for cargo hold 1, 
a crack was found on the hatch coaming. The drain pipes for the non-return drain 
valves were full of debris and cargo. It should be a Planned Maintenance System 
(PMS) job to check that the drain pipes and drain valves are not clogged and that 
the float (ball inside) moves freely.

Hatch covers, and coaming steel structures are heavily loaded elements. 
Their condition has a direct effect on the load carrying capacity and the 
safety of the vessel. The steel construction should always be inspected 
after an unusual loading case, and there should also be regular checks as 
per the PMS.

When repairs are carried out, only steel approved by the classification 
society should be used. High tensile steel is commonly used for cargo 
hatches and coamings. The classification society should be contacted 
before making any structural steel repairs.

It took several extra days to get the wet cargo off the vessel and most of the 
cargo was refused by the buyer.

Crack in cargo hold cover caused wet damage 
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CASE STUDY
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To prevent this happening on your  
vessel ask yourself these questions:
When discussing this case please consider that the actions taken at the time made sense for all involved. Do 
not only judge, but also ask why you think these actions were taken and could this happen on your vessel?

What were the immediate 
causes of this accident?

Is there a risk that this kind of 
accident could happen on our 
vessel?

How could this accident have 
been prevented?

What are our procedures 
for inspecting cargo hatch 
covers?

How do we ensure cargo hatch 
covers are weathertight?

Do we use weather routeing?

Do we record all maintenance 
in the PMS? 

How often do we inspect the 
hatch coamings?

How often do we inspect the 
drain lines and valves?

How often do we inspect the 
sounding pipes?

Does our SMS or PMS address 
these risks, and if not, how 
could they be improved?

What do you think was the 
root cause of this accident?

Is there any kind of training 
that we should carry out that 
addresses these issues?
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For further advice on wet damage, please 
read our publication on the subject.

Notes



The RoRo vessel was ready to carry out its monthly man overboard (MOB) drill. 
It was a pleasant summer’s morning with light winds and clear skies. It had 
received permission from the port authority, so the rescue boat crew and some 
crew members proceeded to the rescue boat.

The fast rescue boat was stowed about 5 metres above the surface. An MOB doll 
had been thrown into the water and it was planned for the Second Officer, an AB 
and the Second Engineer to act as the crew and pick up the doll. The bosun, two 
other ABs, the First Engineer and the Chief Officer were also present. The rescue 
boat crew were all wearing the required personal protective equipment (PPE)
such as life jackets, safety harnesses and hard hats.

The boat was put over the side and the crew boarded. The bosun was manning 
the davit and lowered the boat into the water. When the boat was waterborne the 
Second Officer started the engine, the AB removed the safety pin for the fall wire 
and the Second Engineer released the forward painter.

The rescue boat retrieved the MOB doll and all the crew members test drove the 
boat. When the drill was over the Second Officer drove the boat back. The painter 
was connected, the hook for the wire was secured and the engine was turned 

off. The crew also secured their safety harnesses to the boat which they had also 
done when the boat was lowered.

The bosun started to raise the boat using the high-speed option. When the boat 
was at deck level the Chief Officer told the crew not to get off until the boat was 
stowed in its final position. To put the boat in the stowed position the bosun used 
the low-speed option. Unfortunately the boat came in hard to the davit, causing the 
boat to hit it. This then caused the fall wire to part and the rescue boat to fall into 
the water with the crew. The three crew members were still secured to the boat with 
their safety harnesses. The AB and the Second Engineer fell into the water and their 
lifejackets inflated, however the Second Officer fell straight on to the boat.

All crew members were taken to hospital. The AB and Second Engineer did not have 
any serious injuries but the Second Officer broke his back and was disabled for life.

The failure of the wire was caused by the sudden excess load when the boat hit 
the davit. This was caused by the davit’s proximity switch not working properly, 
as it should have stopped the wire hoisting. Hoisting the boat should stop before 
the proximity switch is activated, but in this case it was not, as the bosun was 
able to continue to hoist the boat.

CASE STUDY

AUGUST
Accident during man overboard drill 
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To prevent this happening on your  
vessel ask yourself these questions:
When discussing this case please consider that the actions taken at the time made sense for all involved. Do 
not only judge, but also ask why you think these actions were taken and could this happen on your vessel? 

What were the immediate 
causes of this accident?

Is there a risk that this kind of 
accident could happen on our 
vessel?

What could you have done to 
prevent this accident?

How often do we inspect 
the proximity switch for the 
lifeboat and rescue boat 
davits?

Do all crew members hoisting 
a lifeboat and rescue boat 
know that they need to stop 
before the proximity switch is 
activated?

Have the crew received 
training on how to hoist and 
secure the boats correctly?

Does the crew disembark the 
boat at the deck and not in the 
stowed position? 

What sections of our SMS 
would have been breached, if 
any?

Does our SMS address these 
risks, and if not, how could it 
be improved?

What do you think was the 
cause of this accident? 
 
 
 
 
Is there any kind of training 
that we could carry out that 
addresses these issues?
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A container vessel had departed from Lagos and the next port of call was in Malaysia. 

Before departure, the crew performed a stowaway search as per the Ship 
Security Plan (SSP). No stowaways were found.

The vessel departed and after disembarkation another search was carried out. 
Still no stowaways were found.

The following day the Bosun heard knocking sounds coming from the hull in the 
steering gear room. He informed the Master straight away. The crew started to 
investigate the sounds and could hear knocking coming from what they believed 
was the rudder trunk. 

There was no access to the rudder trunk as it is space taken up by the rudder 
stock. The rudder trunk is only accessible from the outside of the vessel. 
This was a so-called unbalanced rudder, which means that the rudder stock 
is attached aft of the rudder hinges. The hinges are at the forward end of the 
rudder. The vessel was in open sea and the Master brought the vessel to a stop. 
The crew lowered a camera on the stern to see if they could see anything by the 
rudder. When they recovered the camera and watched what they had filmed they 
could see three people sitting on the rudder.

The crew lowered the rescue boat and picked up the three men. The stowaways 
had used a small rowing boat to reach the vessel and had than managed to 
climb up the rudder and then into the rudder trunk. So that the stowaways could 
disembark, the vessel had to divert to Cape Town.

There is never access to the rudder trunk from the inside of the vessel as it is just 
an open void considered part of the hull.

It is extremely unlikely that a person would be able to sit on the rudder and not 
be washed out of the rudder trunk during a sea passage. If people in the rudder 
trunk are not found before departure or shortly after departure, they will most 
likely be lost at sea. 

To prevent stowaways achieving access, please consider the following if the 
vessel is in a port with a high risk of stowaways:

• Inspect the rudder and if possible, the rudder trunk with the rescue 
 boat before departure if the rudder is above the waterline.
• Install protective grating or steel bars onto the steering gear trunk to 
 prevent access from the rudder.

Stowaways in the steering gear trunk
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CASE STUDY

SEPTEMBER



To prevent this happening on your  
vessel ask yourself these questions:
When discussing this case, please consider that the actions taken at the time made sense to all involved. Do not merely 
judge, but also ask yourself why you think these actions were taken and whether this could happen on your vessel. 

What were the immediate 
causes of this accident?

Is there a risk that this kind of 
accident could happen on our 
vessel?

What could you have done to 
prevent this accident?

Do we search the outside 
of the vessel when we are 
in a port with a high risk of 
stowaways?

Do we lower the rescue boat 
to inspect the rudder and 
steering gear trunk before 
departure?

If we have a void space for 
the steering gear trunk, do 
we have steel bars to prevent 
access?

What sections of our SMS 
and SSP would have been 
breached, if any?

Does our SMS or PMS address 
these risks, and if not, how 
could they be improved?

What do you think was the 
cause of this incident?

Is there any kind of training 
that we could take to address 
these issues?
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Notes



The bulk carrier, in ballast condition, was anchored outside an Asian port during the 
monsoon season. The plan was that four technicians would board the vessel and 
carry out repairs to the main engine.

The technicians boarded a small harbour tug to go out to the vessel. It was in the 
early morning and still dark. The weather was overcast with moderate winds.

The crew had rigged the pilot ladder. The Chief Officer, bosun and an AB were 
standing by for the technicians. The pilot ladder was on the port side of the vessel 
about 2 metres above the waterline. The technicians were wearing inflatable 
lifejackets. The tug boat approached the bulk carrier from its starboard side. 

The plan was for the technicians to disembark from the bow of the tug. The first 
technician climbed up the ladder without any problems. There was a slight swell, so 
it was important to time the climb  correctly. The second technician grabbed the pilot 
ladder but at the same time a big wave hit the tug. This caused the technician to lose 
his balance and his grip and he fell into the water. 

The AB on the tug shouted “man overboard”, and when the Master on the 
tug heard this he reversed away from the vessel so the technician would not 

be crushed. The AB used a boat hook to try and grab the technician, but the 
technician was too far away. The tugboat’s Master informed the bridge on the 
bulk carrier about the man overboard (MOB). It was difficult to see the man in the 
water because it was dark. 

The bulk carrier’s Master sounded the MOB alarm and the rescue boat crew 
assembled. The crew on the bulk carrier threw a lifebuoy towards the technician and 
released the MOB lifebuoys from the bridge.  

The AB on the tugboat also threw a lifebuoy with a rope attached towards the 
technician, which he manged to grab. It was apparent that the technician was 
struggling as his life jacket was pushing his head forward as it was positioned badly 
and seemed to be loose. The technician drifted towards the port side of the bulk 
carrier, but another wave slammed him into the bulk carrier’s hull and unfortunately 
the technician hit his head. Because of this he lost his grip on the lifebuoy and 
started to drift away with his head under water. 

About five minutes later the tug finally managed to recover the technician. It was too 
late as he was pronounced dead when he was taken to hospital. 

Technician fell off pilot ladder and drowned 
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To prevent this happening on your  
vessel ask yourself these questions:
When discussing this case, please consider that the actions taken at the time made sense to all involved. Do not merely 
judge, but also ask yourself why you think these actions were taken and whether this could happen on your vessel. 

What were the immediate 
causes of this accident?

Is there a risk that this kind of 
accident could happen on our 
vessel?

What could you have done to 
prevent this?

Do we have instructions on 
how an inflatable life jacket 
should be used?

Do we have inflatable 
lifejackets on board?

What are the requirements 
when people are boarding on 
the pilot ladder?

What are the requirements 
for an ship-to-ship transfer 
operation?

What sections of our SMS 
would have been breached, if 
any?

Does our SMS address these 
risks, and if not, how could it 
be improved?

What do you think was the 
cause of this incident?

Is there any kind of training 
that we could take to address 
these issues?
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Inflatable lifejackets 
The Danish authorities (DMAIB) 
have carried out tests on inflatable 
lifejackets. They found that it 
is common that the user can 
become confused about which 
straps go where, how to buckle 
and unbuckle the belt strap, and 
in particular how to tighten the 
straps. The belts and straps of 
an inflatable lifejacket need to be 
surprisingly tight to be effective 
when inflated, to a degree where 
the user feels restricted in 
moving and breathing freely. If 
the lifejacket is not strapped very 
tightly, its buoyancy tends to flip 
it upwards towards the wearer’s 
face and neck. In water, this can 
cause the lifejacket to move to a 
position on the side or the back of 
the person’s head and can push 
the head and face into the water.



The large container vessel was sailing on a SE course in the North Atlantic, bound 
for a European port. During the voyage, heavy weather was encountered from ENE 
at Beaufort scale 9, with 7 metre waves. This meant that the wind hit the vessel 
on its starboard side, causing heavy rolling. The maximum rolling was 20° to 
starboard and 30° to port.

In the morning, the officer of the watch (OOW) heard a loud noise astern of the 
bridge. The Master was also on the bridge, and when they both looked out of the 
window they could see that some of the container bays had collapsed and that 
some containers had fallen into the empty bays. 

The collapsed containers were all 20 TEU and were stowed within four bays. The 
side containers on the starboard side had toppled inboard to port into an empty 
space. However, some containers had also fallen overboard.
After the accident the Master broadcast a security warning over the VHF.  In 
response to the heavy weather, he then ordered a more easterly course of ESE and 
reduced speed from 16 knots to 7 knots.

The Cargo Securing Manual (CSM) requires that the bottom containers on deck are 
secured by manual twist locks. However, the twist locks that were in the container 

shoes were unlocked. If the twist locks had been locked, they would have been 
damaged, but should have remained attached to the toppled containers. 
As per the vessel’s procedures, lashings should be checked prior to every departure, 
which the Chief Officer said he had done. The Chief Officer had, in fact, signed the 
lashing report in the loading port without any deficiencies. 

The vessel had a maximum aft draught of 10 metres and a metacentric height (GM) of 
11 metres which made the vessel stiff. This meant that the vessel would return to the 
upright position quickly after being heeled by an external force, e.g. wind or waves.

If a vessel is stiff, rolling will generate increased acceleration, creating increased force 
on those areas of the vessel progressively further away from its neutral axis. This is 
where the top side containers collapsed. In addition, a high GM will cause the ship’s roll 
motions to match the contour of the wave, giving rise to more severe roll motions.

The GM can be reduced by ballasting the vessel, however this was not done by the 
crew in this particular case.

The combination of unlocked twist locks and a very stiff vessel sailing through heavy 
weather led to the collapse of the container stacks.

Containers lost in heavy weather 
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What were the immediate 
causes of this accident?

Is there a risk that this kind of 
accident could happen on our 
vessel?

How could this accident have 
been prevented?

When carrying out departure 
calculations, do we consider 
ballasting the vessel to 
improve the GM if it is high 
and causing a very stiff vessel, 
but within the requirements?

What is a proper GM for our 
vessel?

What are our procedures 
regarding slowing down and 
altering course in heavy 
weather?

Do we have weather routeing?

How do we ensure that the 
CSM is followed and that 
the containers are secured 
properly?

To prevent this happening on your  
vessel ask yourself these questions:
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When discussing this case please consider that the actions taken at the time made sense for all involved. 
Do not only judge, but also ask why you think these actions were taken and could this happen on your vessel? 

What sections of our SMS 
would have been breached if 
any?

Does our SMS address these 
risks, and if not, how could it 
be improved?

What do you think was the root 
cause of this accident?

Is there any kind of training that 
we could do that addresses these 
issues?

12

Notes



The laden 45,000 metre deadweight tanker had anchored in a bay outside an Asian 
port.  It was late summer and the vessel was waiting for a berth to discharge its cargo. 

Weather warnings about an approaching typhoon for the area where the tanker 
was anchored had been broadcast for two days prior to the vessel arriving at the 
anchorage. The tanker had anchored with 7 shackles of chain in the water.  There were 
some islands around the anchorage and the Master considered the anchorage would 
be a suitable place to ride out the approaching typhoon, which had been upgraded to a 
category 2 typhoon.

At around 0400 the following morning the wind increased to Beaufort scale 9 and the 
Master told the Chief Officer to pay out 2 more shackles of chain in the water, making 
a total of 9.  During the morning the wind continued to increase to Beaufort scale 12 
which caused the anchor to drag.

The Master tried to manoeuvre the vessel into the wind using the engines.  However, 
two hours later the wind had increased even further, and it was no longer possible to 
turn the bow into the wind with the vessel at anchor.  The vessel was now turned so 
that the wind was acting on the broadside of the dragging vessel. 

The Master ordered the Chief Officer to heave up the anchor. However, as the vessel 
was dragging this was not possible. The windlass was not designed for these 
environmental loads and is only designed to lift the weight of the anchor and three 
shackles of chain (82.5 metres) in calm water.

At this point there was nothing the crew could do, and the vessel ran aground on one 
of the islands surrounding the anchorage.

The Master sent a distress signal and the crew abandoned the vessel. Shortly after 
this the crew was rescued by a local tug. Fortunately, there were no injuries to crew 
and no pollution.

 In our experience, it is not uncommon for crews to be unaware of the environmental 
loads for which anchoring equipment is designed.  Class societies have unified rules 
for the design of anchoring equipment, and it is essential that the crew is aware of 
these limits.  The maximum environmental loads for which anchoring equipment is 
designed are - current velocity; max. 2.5 metres per second (about 4.8 knots), wind 
velocity; max. 25 metres per second (about 48 knots or force 10 on the Beaufort scale), 
no waves (sheltered waters). 

CASE STUDY
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At anchor during a typhoon resulting in a grounding
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To prevent this happening on your  
vessel ask yourself these questions:
When discussing this case please consider that the actions taken at the time made sense for all involved. 
Do not only judge but also ask why you think these actions were taken and could this happen on your vessel? 

What were the immediate 
causes of this accident?

Is there a risk that this kind of 
accident could happen on our 
vessel?

How could this accident have 
been prevented?

How do we monitor the 
weather?

What arre the environmental 
limits for our anchor 
equipment?

Do all the crew members 
concerned know about these 
limitations?

What is the maximum depth 
that our anchoring equipment 
is designed to anchor at?

At what stage do we raise 
the anchor and leave the 
anchorage; what are our 
environmental limits?

Do we have a risk assessment 
for anchoring, and if so, could 
this be improved? 

What sections of our SMS 
would have been breached if 
any?

Does our SMS address these 
risks, and if not, how could it 
be improved?

What do you think was the 
root cause of this accident?
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A category 2 typhoon, as in this 
case, will have a predicted wind 
velocity of about 45 metres per 
second (about 87 knots) which 
is almost twice the load that 
the anchoring equipment is 
designed for.

Make sure that the deck 
officers know the maximum 
environmental loads the 
anchoring equipment is 
designed for, and make sure 
this is reflected in the shipboard 
anchoring procedures.

 
 
 
 
 
 
Is there any kind of training 
that we should do that 
addresses these issues?



It was early morning and the vessel was preparing to depart. The mooring 
parties were standing by forward and aft.  On the bridge the Master carried 
out a short briefing with the pilot. There was no pre-departure briefing, so 
the mooring risk assessment had not been discussed. The mooring parties 
had just been woken by the Chief Officer and assembled at their designated 
stations. The Chief Officer was setting up the bridge for departure and was not 
involved in the pilot briefing.

Everyone in the mooring parties was wearing the correct personal protective 
equipment (PPE) i.e. helmet, safety shoes, coveralls and gloves. One of the 
ABs in the forward mooring party had just joined the vessel the previous day. 
He had three years of experience as an AB, but this was his first time working 
for the company. He had completed the mandatory safety briefing with the 
Third Officer the previous day when he joined the vessel. At departure he was 
working in front of the mooring winch ensuring that the mooring lines were 
properly stored on the drum.

The vessel was moored with two head lines and stern lines, two breast lines 
and two spring lines forward and aft. 

The Master gave the order to single up, which meant that both breast lines, one 
spring line and one head/stern line were retrieved. The Second Officer who was 

forward did not let go any of the head lines. The other lines were retrieved without 
any incident. When the Master was satisfied, he gave the order to “let go all lines”.

When the head lines were slack the new AB hung them on the hook attached 
to each roller bollard instead of around the roller bollard which was the correct 
procedure as per the risk assessment. 

Another AB was operating the mooring winch, but he could not see the new AB who 
was handling the lines. This was because the winch was too large. 

The Second Officer had difficulty seeing the most forward head line and assumed 
it was clear because the forward line handler had moved away from the bollard and 
seemed to be talking on his radio. The Second Officer gave the order to the winch 
AB to heave in both head lines. The Second Officer did not pay attention to what the 
new AB was doing but assumed he was directing the mooring lines. Unfortunately, 
the most forward head line was still attached to the bollard. When the AB started to 
heave up the headline it tightened quickly and came off the bollard hook with a heavy 
snap which hit the new AB in the waist. 

The AB collapsed in serious pain and was taken to hospital where it was discovered 
that he had suffered serious back injuries. These injuries were so severe that he was 
not able to resume seafaring duties.

2021 CASE STUDY

JANUARY
AB injured during mooring operation 
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To prevent this happening on your  
vessel ask yourself these questions:
When discussing this case please consider that the actions taken at the time made sense for all involved. 
Do not only judge but also ask why you think these actions were taken and could this happen on your vessel?

What were the immediate 
causes of this accident?

Is there a risk that this kind of 
accident could happen on our 
vessel?

How could this accident have 
been prevented?

Do we have a risk assessment 
for mooring operations and if 
so, could this be improved? 

Do we have a pre-departure and 
pre-arrival meeting where we 
discuss the mooring operation 
and how the vessel should 
manoeuvre?

What sections of our SMS 
would have been breached if 
any?

Does our SMS address these 
risks, and if not, how could it 
be improved?

What do you think was the 
root cause of this accident?

Is there any kind of training 
that we should do that 
addresses these issues?
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Notes



A bulk carrier had loaded steel cargo in China and was bound for the Middle East. 
The weather was fine with a moderate wind and the vessel was sailing at 12 knots 
in the South China Sea at full draught. The Marine Growth Prevention System 
(MGPS) sounded an alarm and the duty engineer could see that there was an 
electrical problem. A similar electrical problem had occurred a couple of months 
earlier and had been rectified by the crew. The Chief Engineer was informed, and 
he instructed an oiler to carry out an inspection to see if there were any loose wire 
cables inside the anode assembly.

The MGPS anodes were bolted with flanges directly on top of the sea chest. In the 
centre of each anode was a small cover where the cable was connected to the 
anode. The duty engineer told an oiler to remove the nuts for the cover plate. The 
engineer helped the oiler with the first two bolts and then assisted with other jobs 
that were being done in the engine room. Having unscrewed the remaining bolts 
the oiler then also unscrewed the fixing nuts for the entire flange. At that point the 
flange with the anode blew off due to the sea water pressure from the outside, and 
large amounts of water poured through the sea chest into the engine room.

The engineer asked the crew to block the ingress of water. The oiler tried to put the 
flange back, but it was futile. The auxiliary engines were started and the hydraulic 
valve that could expel water outboard through the ballast pump was opened. In 
addition, all valves for the emergency bilge pump, fire pump and general pump 
were also opened so the water could be pumped out. The crew turned on all the 

pumps. It took two minutes for all the pumps to start working. The main engine 
was stopped a couple of minutes after the water ingress.

After 15 minutes the engine room and steering gear room were flooded with 200 
metres of water as the pumps couldn’t keep the water level stable. The auxiliary 
engines stopped, and the vessel blacked out. All quick closing valves and shutters 
were closed to prevent any oil from leaking out.

The Master realised that the vessel had to be abandoned and evacuated the 
vessel. The crew were rescued from their lifeboat by a vessel in the area.

Two days later a salvage team boarded the vessel and towed it into port for 
repairs, which took several months.
 
On investigation it was found that the oiler had actually removed the anode 
mounting flange which is used to secure the anode assembly to the seawater 
chest, instead of working with the small chamber underside the lid where the 
anode cable is connected to the anode. The anode mounting flange is used to 
secure the anode assembly to the seawater chest and the oiler should never have 
touched it.

This was a critical job and a risk assessment should have been issued by the Chief 
Engineer and inspected by an engineer before the job commenced.

Poorly planned maintenance led to engine room flooding
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To prevent this happening on your  
vessel ask yourself these questions:
When discussing this case please consider that the actions taken at the time made sense for all involved.  
Do not only judge, but also ask why you think these actions were taken and could this happen on your vessel? 

What were the immediate 
causes of this accident?

Is there a risk that this kind of 
accident could happen on our 
vessel?

How could this accident have 
been prevented?

Does our SMS address these 
risks, and if not, how could it 
be improved?

When maintenance is being 
carried out in the engine room 
is this discussed with the 
bridge officers?

Are our procedures on how 
to operate systems with 
pressurised seawater (open to 
sea) sufficient?

Jobs on systems which are 
pressurised should be considered 
critical jobs and need a risk 
assessment and work permit. 
If this job had been done on our 
vessel what are the procedures?

When critical jobs are being done 
are two people present? Would 
this be beneficial?

In this case there was no sign 
highlighting that the flange was 
connected directly to seawater. 
Would this have been beneficial?

Do we have procedures on 
how to remove nut/bolts to 
prevent all bolts being removed 
simultaneously, as in this case?

Do we ever train on how to use the 
bilge pumps with suction in the 
engine room?

Do we have any other 
possibilities for bilging in an 
emergency e.g. direct suction 
with Fi-Fi pumps from the 
engine room?

If procedures were breached, 
why do you think this was the 
case?
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